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Jakarta Office
JI. MH. Thamrin No. 31,
Jakarta 10230, Indonesia
Tel: +6221 31930134 Fax: +6221 3144 604
For inquiry: sales_apr@aprayon.com

Singapore Office
80 Raffles Place, UOB Plaza 1, #50-01
Singapore 048624
Tel: +65 6216 9368
Fax: +65 6538 4668

Bangladesh Office
AIE Fiber Resource and Trading (lndia) Private limited
3rd Floor, Megana Towers, Ayyappa Society Road,
Madhapur, Hyderabad - 500 081, Telangana, India
Tel : +91 - 40 - 6658 3451 | Mobile: +91-8950277552
Email: Chandan_gulati@aprilasia.com

www.aprayon.com
@AsiaPacificRayon
AsiaPacificRayon

Market Diversification

Duty free access to China

RMG exporters need a
diversified product basket as
well as brand image to gain
Staff Correspondent
Despite having a wide range duty free offering in
exporting goods to China, Bangladeshi apparel
exporters could not gain from it due to lack of a
diversified products basket.

In cashing the duty free opportunity, Bangladesh
has to think differently. We have to concentrate
on producing winter clothing as China’s weather
demands, said the business leader.

China offered zero-tariff access for 98% Bangladeshi
products. As per the latest list, the number of
products, which are enjoying duty free market
access, stood at 8,930.

In addition, we have to diversify our product basket
in order to reach the vast customer base in China, he
added.

According to Export Promotion Bureau (EBP) data,
in the fiscal year 2020-21 Bangladesh’s apparel
exports to China declined by 17.78% to $271 million,
which was $330 million in the previous fiscal year.
On the other hand, during July-February period of
the current fiscal year 2021-22 Bangladesh earned
$151 million, down by 19.25 per cent, which was $187
million in the same period a year ago.
However, overall exports earning from the clothing
products rose by 33.81 per cent to $31.42 billion,
which was in the same period a year ago.
Talking on the issue, trade analysts and economist
explained that due to lack of a diversified exports
products basket manufacturers are not getting the
benefits of duty free benefits.

“

Due to sanction and trade conflict
with the US as well as environmental
issues, China focused on its own
market to survive. As a result, Chinese
traders and retailers imported less from
Bangladesh. That is why, Bangladesh’s
exports earnings from apparel goods
from China did not increase as
expected with the duty free offering,”

Md Shahidullah Azim
Vice President, BGMEA &
Managing Director, Classic
Fashion Concept Ltd.

“

Though, the present growth
is negative, we are very much
optimistic and very hopeful to
take the opportunity of duty free
market benefits in the coming
days. The present negative
growth could be due to supply
chain disruption caused by the
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic,”

Mohammad Hatem
Executive President
BKMEA
He also said that apparel exporters and the policy
makers have to work with the Chinese investors
to devise ways to grab more share in their market
through move towards value added.
Meanwhile, Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and
Exporters Association (BGMEA) president Faruque
Hassan explained it will take a little bit time to gain
from the opportunity to its fullest.
“Bangladeshi apparel makers used to enjoy duty
free market access in China but the list of products
has been enlarged with the 98% duty free market
benefits,” said Faruque Hassan, also Managing
Director of Giant Group.
To get buyers and be familiar with the new products,
it is taking retime, while the Covid-19 pandemic has
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negatively impacted the exports to the country. But
it is quite sure Bangladesh will grab more share in
Chinese imports of clothing items, said Hassan.
Economists suggested focusing on product diversification
centering the Chinese consumers and new investment
from the country to learn technical know-how.
“Under the new duty free market access facilities,
our exporters will enjoy tax free entree for 60% of
its products but exports to China did not increase as
much as expected,” said Khondaker Golam Moazzem,
Research Director at the Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD).
Explaining the reason for slower penetration in the
Chinese market, the economist said lack of a diversified
product basket is the main obstacle for Bangladesh.
To cash the opportunity of duty-free market access,
Bangladesh has to develop products that have been
included in the new list, said Moazzem.

Exclusive Distributor

Meanwhile, Zahid Hussain, former lead economist
of World Bank, Dhaka, said Bangladesh needs to tie
up with the Chinese investors to develop products
for exports as they have the knowledge about the
demands and product line.
On the other hand, attracting Chinese investment is
very crucial for Bangladesh, which would help a lot in
new technology and value added products, he added.
The Bangladesh Embassy in Beijing has recommended the
appointment of dealers or agents in China and aggressive
marketing to increase the export of high quality products
of Bangladesh, including leather products. The well-known
brands of Bangladesh were missing in action, as they had
no agents or dealers in China
It said local Chinese companies are constantly competing
with foreign and multinational companies, but Bangladeshi
companies were lagging behind in this regard.
"Bangladesh hasn't generated a brand image among
the consumers of China. In order to enhance the brand
image, the big brands of Bangladesh need to open their
outlets and offices in China and invest in marketing,
promotion, advertisement, cultural exchange, both
online and onsite," said the embassy report.
In addition, the embassy has recommended
that urgent steps be taken to arrange visas for
Bangladeshi businessmen to China.
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R|Elan™ GreenGold - Sustainable fabric
solutions with added functionality
R|Elan™ Story
Evolving need amongst consumers
for apparel with value added benefits

time also enable hi-performance
functionality in garments.

Textile and clothing sector is one
of the key industries for economic
progress in most developing
countries. Textile producers and their
customers are constantly looking for
opportunities to offer a unique value
proposition and differentiate their
products from the rest.

R|Elan™: Fusion technologies

There is a growing demand
amongst consumers for apparel
with value added benefits. Quality
alone is not a factor for purchasing
a product; consumers are also
looking for additional functionality
that enables enhanced
performance. Consumers today
are also well aware of factors that
affect the environment and are
conscious about how they can
contribute towards its betterment
by using eco-friendly products.
Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL),
understands the importance of longterm sustainability and its urgent
need in fashion industry today. Hence,
RIL with its extensive R&D, has
developed smarter and sustainable
fabric technologies that enhance
green fashion and at the same

R|Elan™ range of fabrics offers
multiple possibilities with inherent
technologies that bring about
innovative and lasting features
in the garment for the consumer.
R|Elan™ GreenGold fabric which is
made from 100% post-consumer
used PET bottles is a core part of the
R|Elan™ sustainable product portfolio
and it helps provide eco-friendly
solutions to the fashion industry.
GreenGold can combine
sustainability with various
functional benefits like moisture
management in R|Elan™ Kooltex,
thermal insulation through R|Elan™
AirTherm and all weather comfort
in the form of R|Elan™ AllClima.
R|Elan™ GreenGold can also
enhance fabric sustainability with
R|Elan™ EcoGold with CiCLO®
which enables activation of
biomimetic biodegradation under
specific conditions. GreenGold
is also available in pre-coloured
(dope dyed) form in a wide variety
of shades, thus reducing the need
for downstream dyeing.

R|Elan™ GreenGold is also available
with R|Elan™ Cotluk - a fabric that
offers the much desired cotton
look and feel in apparel.
Wide range of applications:
Due to its versatile nature,
GreenGold can be used across
a wide range of applications
in apparel such as casual wear,
denims, formals, active wear,
woven tops and bottoms, womens
westernwear and home textile
applications.
Thus, R|Elan™ keeps its promise
of consistently offering smart and
innovative fabric solutions using
extensive technical knowhow and
cutting edge technology.
Now, your garments can be ecofriendly, functional, aesthetically
superior as well as fashionable!!
Visit us at https://www.r-elan.com/
to know more about R|Elan™ and
also visit https://relan-sourcing.
virtulab.online/ to explore the
world of innovative fabrics from
R|Elan™. You can also email us at
r.elan.innovations@ril.com

Reliance Indutries Ltd.
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Denim PV showcases sustainable
R&D denim developments
Sayed Abdullah
As always, Denim Première Vision (Denim PV) has
confirmed itself as a driving force for global denim
fashion lovers. In Arena Berlin, Berlin, Germany – 83
exhibitors and more than 1,600 visitors, along with
1,800 professionals took part in the Digital Denim
Week from on May 17 and 18, 2022 – and showcased
Fall/Winter (F/W) 23-24 collections and their up-todate sustainable R&D denim developments.
The international denim community is in full
swing with Kingpins Amsterdam in mid-April and
Bangladesh Denim Expo on May 10-11 followed by
Denim Première Vision in Germany. It is evident
that among the fashion consumers denim falls
among chic and relaxed, authentic and bold, and it
is building a noteworthy place for itself right in the
heart of the Fall/Winter season.
The elite show of Denim PV show created an
opportunity for denim manufacturers to meet
with the creative minds behind brands. Where it
is decisively unleashed its full creative potential
and showcased innovation with all-new handles,
behaviors and blends. Showcasing ideal material for
signaling the stylistic renewal taking place across the
denim industry.
Here are some key features highlighted in the
Denim PV show
Family-owned Italian laundry Blue Jeans Lavanderie
showcased their chlorine- and potassium-free
permanganate solution to attain the in-demand
3D effects seen on the Fall/Winter 22-23 catwalk.

Blue Jeans Lavanderie uses Soko’s Lumina solution
– a chlorine auxiliary that better control and more
defined ozone finishing.
Pacific Jeans proudly promoted ‘Made in
Bangladesh’ at Denim PV in Berlin. The buyers
visited Pacific Jeans stall at Denim PV and explored
and experienced the premium jeans manufactured
by Pacific Jeans. The participation of Pacific Jeans
at the fair contributed to change the narrative of
Bangladesh apparel industry to the Western world
and build confidence among the visitors about the
ability of Bangladesh’s denim industry.
Bangladesh-based Square Denim presented its
‘ballerina’ impression with 85% stretch and no
growth. Along with ballerina fabric – Square Denim
also showcased vintage-inspired fabrics, ‘always
raw’ finishes and ‘cactus’ denim manufactured with
waterless dyeing in the F/W 23-24.
R&D and product diversification are the keys
concerning areas for Square Denim which focused
most to make high-end garments.
Genesis Fashion Ltd. of M&J Group from Bangladesh
also participated in the Denim PV show. Genesis
Fashion Ltd. is a renowned jeans manufacturer
chosen by some of the most renowned fashion
brands worldwide. It is the place where passion and
innovation give life to the most efficient and reliable
Jeans production system.
Türkiye-based Isko presented its iconic fabric
franchises like the Isko Reform, Isko Pop. Over 95%
of Isko’s collection comprises a least 50% recycled
material – underlining the company’s emphasis on
reducing virgin components.
Blue Jeans Lavanderie highlighted that the high-end
denim market is beginning to transform from the
worn-in vintage Levi’s look to bolder distinctions,
needle piercing and color.
The denim creators combine their denim collections
into their main lines – while visitors expressed that
designers gave attention to greater details. This was
a common phenomenon on the show floor for jeans
with needle-punched patterns.

Figure: Denim Première Vision Fall/Winter (F/W) 23-24
collections highlight up-to-date sustainable R&D denim
developments. Courtesy: Denim PV
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Pakistan-based Chottani presented a slow fashion
notion that customs carved woodblock prints. Which
are hand printed, using only natural dyes resultant
from pomegranate and turmeric. Chottani’s fabrics
are dried after printing to guarantee colorfastness.

Event Review

Sustainability was the main attraction as recycled
cotton and BCI cotton was the center stage of Realteks
Tekstil’s collection of tried-and-true indigo fabrics.
Serbia-based Eurotay showcased A nostalgic
collection that offers the 80s- and ’90s-inspired
fabrics. A heritage range centers on selvedge denim
with a worn look.
Elegance and comfort
Carrying on from summer 23, exhibitors have worked
on elegance and comfort in products while keeping
the aesthetics that characterize jeans. At the same
time, comfort is intrinsic to the search for elegant denim.
Evolution of stretch: Modern denim is characterized
by comfort, as the rising prominence of stretch
in compositions, while considering issues of ecoresponsibility. New blends are being applied with
recycled and/or bio-sourced materials.
Some exhibitors in the Denim PV have pressed the
innovation to the limit with mono-materials that
evade the use of synthetic fiber. They also fashion
wonders with selvedge denim perceived in a blend
of elastane and recycled polyester. For instance,
Naveena Denim Limited (NDL) exhibited mechanical
stretch denim. The natural stretch fabrics, with 13%
stretch, which have better shrinkage rates than jeans
with elastane.
Unpredictable softness: Material blends are evolving
and innovating as they look to meet the needs
of a less tailored and relaxed City wardrobe. The

proportion of lyocell fibers in the cotton blends is
increasing, resulting in softer and more fluid handles.
This softness is also possible today on organic cotton
thanks to the use of advanced finishes.
Authentic
Authenticity was prominent in the show as the use of
hemp is more pronounced. A fiber branded for being
ecologically responsible, hemp is a smart substitute
for linen and easily associates with other natural
materials such as cotton.
Warm feels and finish fabrics
Warm feels and finishes were prominent as the
denim fabrics projected by the exhibitors also strive
to be colder, with heavier weights, at the same time
comfortable and softness.
Denim companies also highlighted smarter
approaches to making jeans. Where sustainability
was at the core of most new collections.
Indigo Textile showed its zero-waste notion developed
in collaboration with US designer Danielle Elsner.
Some of the other happenings at the Denim PV show
included in-person and online fashion seminars,
innovations at the show in the Trends Agora, Digital
Denim Smart Talks to review the sector’s ecological
progress and innovations in terms of sustainable
materials, a Season Smart Talk donating new ecofriendly denim developments, and a Traceability
Smart Talk to determine traceable-production
solutions presented by the show’s exhibitors.

Puma ranks most sustainable brand on Business
of Fashion Sustainability Index 2022
A H Monir
Sports company PUMA is the most
sustainable brand in the industry
according to the latest ranking by

“

We welcome the
recognition in the
Business of Fashion
Sustainability Index
2022 and will take
our leadership
position as an
encouragement to
take the next step
on our sustainability
journey,”
Bjørn Gulden
PUMA CEO
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publication Business of Fashion,
which ranked the 30 largest
companies in the fashion business.
Business of Fashion noted that
PUMA had leading scores for
water & chemicals, worker’s rights
and transparency, while also
sharply improving its emissions
score compared to last year.
Overall, PUMA scored 49 out of
100 points, well above the industry
average of 28.
As part of its Forever Better
sustainability strategy, PUMA
announced earlier this year that it
had reduced its carbon emissions
between 2017 and 2021 from both
its own operations (-88%) and its
supply chain (-12%), in spite of
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strong sales growth in the same
period.
PUMA achieved this reduction
by purchasing 100% renewable
electricity through renewable
electricity tariffs and renewable
energy attribute certificates.

Figure: PUMA is the most sustainable brand
in the industry according to the latest
ranking by publication Business of Fashion.

Expert Views

5 Circular trends killing fast fashion
Nicola Tagliafierro, Head of Sustainability, Enel X
Do we really believe fast fashion
can be easily overthrown in the
name of the environment? We
need to be realistic; the answer
is most likely NO! Fast fashion is
an economic model that employs
millions of people and in which
billions of dollars are routinely
spent on machinery, factories, and
human capital. What we can do is
reduce the environmental impact
of this model by introducing
recycled materials, efficiency, and
renewable energy. In the long
term, we must invest in cultural
change whereby approaches
based on durability, reparability,
sustainable inputs, and recycling
will replace what will eventually
become the old, deceased fast
fashion model.
Fast fashion model has propelled
fashion into becoming one of the
most polluting industries on the
planet, responsible for emitting
between 1 and 2.1 billion tons CO2-eq.
"Globally, 56 million tons of clothes
are bought each year, and this is
expected to virtually triple in the next
30 years, increasing to 93 million by
2030 and 160 million by 2050."
The relocation of production to
countries with lower energy and
labor costs and the advent of
online shopping have certainly
triggered increased production
but, paradoxically, buying more
does not necessarily mean
spending more. In Europe in
the 1950s, spending on clothing
accounted for 30% of household
finances; in 2009 this proportion
decreased to 12% and today is
just 5%. Is not it ironic, as Alanis
Morissette used to sing?
So, assuming that the fast fashion
model will continue to run for the
next 20 years - the time it will
take to recoup investments made
in favor of sustainability - how
can we approach the transition

from fast fashion to a sustainable
fashion model? Here are 5 trends
that could change the rules of fast
fashion:
Trend 1: Introducing metrics,
traceability, and certifications
While companies may refer to the
principal standards and guidelines
(EU Ecolabel, Global Organic
Textiles Standard, and Fairtrade
Textiles Standards), which all
contain elements relating to
traceability in the textile sector,
these do not cover all materials
and types of production used in
textile and leather value chains.
This means that they do not
encompass every stage of the
value chain, therefore do not
provide a sufficiently articulated
guide to achieving full-scale
transparency.

becoming increasingly important
in Europe and remains one of the
key issues in the clothing industry.
"The fashion industry produces
around 53 million tons of fibers
a year, of which more than 70%
becomes waste and only 1% is
used to make new clothes."
The use of recycled rather than
virgin materials means drastically
reducing non-renewable resource
inputs and negative industry
impacts such as CO2 emissions,
water consumption, and chemical
use. Rethinking processes
to further increase the share
of recycled inputs, including
recovering supply chain waste,
would also help mitigate the
impacts of waste loss, which in

This makes it challenging to
choose which model to use, which
standards to adopt, and how and
what to report and communicate.
Therefore, concrete efforts are
currently in place to identifying
standardized KPIs to measure
sustainability throughout initiatives
and processes as the monitor
for circular fashion, then the
second phase should concentrate
on investments in R&D and
collaborations with institutions to
ensure supply chain traceability
according to guidelines that are
as standardized and unambiguous
as possible to ensure their
applicability.
Trend 2: Increasing use of
sustainable materials and end-oflife recycling
Approximately 2.2 million tons of
textile waste were produced in
Europe in 2018 (twice as much as
20 years ago). Due to the strong
impacts of this waste (greenhouse
gas emissions and release of toxic
substances), textile recycling is

Figure: Fast fashion model has propelled
fashion into becoming one of the most
polluting industries on the planet.
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Europe amounts to more than
$100 billion worth of materials
each year.
Trend 3: Incentivize renewable
energy and increase efficiency
If we turn our attention to
emissions connected to energy
vectors, it is interesting to note
how electrification and energy
efficiency processes, both
fundamental to a comprehensive
energy transition, can reduce
emissions by approximately 1
billion tons by 2030. We can
therefore state that 48% of GHG
emissions can be mitigated by
working on the sector’s energyrelated aspects and in particular:
"45% of energy can be saved by
making processes more efficient.
A further 39% derive from the
transition from fossil fuel to
renewable sources. The remaining
16% via the electrification."
Trend 4: Developing the secondhand market
The second-hand market is
growing and must continue to do
so! It is estimated that globally it
will reach a value of $218 billion by
2026, growing three times faster
than the clothing market overall.
Buying and selling second-hand
goods has become increasingly
easy thanks to the development
of digital platforms and the
overcoming of ‘social shame’
linked to their purchase. These
factors are strongly contributing to
this growth.
This phenomenon also goes hand
in hand with two key factors:
buying second-hand clothes is
cheaper and greener
Zalando allows customers to buy
and sell second-hand clothing on
its proprietary platform Zircle and
buys used clothing directly from
its customers through the PreOwned initiative.
Etsy has forked out $1.6 billion
for Depop, a British second-hand
clothing app 90% of whose users
are under the age of 26.
H&M has acquired a 70% stake in
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Sellpy, a sustainability-oriented
second-hand platform, and intends
to expand into 20 new markets as
part of a strong international drive.

useful life and avoiding, or at least
delaying, the moment when they
become waste and new garments
must be produced and purchased.

COS has launched a digital platform
called Resell for consumer-toconsumer resale of COS items.

Conclusion

Kering (a luxury conglomerate) is
also involved in this trend with the
acquisition of a 5% stake (€237
million) in Vestiaire Collective.
Trend 5: Introducing Productas-a-service models and Repair
options
The propensity to buy new
clothes, the shortening of their
useful life, and the consequent
increase in production are a
direct cause of the fashion
industry’s environmental impacts,
including growing natural resource
exploitation. To respond to these
issues immediately, the industry
must consider introducing
new business models, such as
Product-as-a-service.
"On average, each rented
garment can lead to reductions
of 24% in water use, 6% in energy
consumption, and 3% in CO2
emissions compared to buying
new items."
These numbers may seem modest,
but if we imagine that a garment
can be rented several, for example
50, times, we must consider that
this will meet the needs of 50 or
so people who will not have to buy
something new. Obviously, some
rental categories are better from
an environmental point of view: it
makes more sense to rent a dress
for a special one-off event, rather
than a pair of jeans or a coat
that, once bought, can be worn
repeatedly for years to come.
For ‘non-rentable’ clothes, one
solution that is starting to make
its way onto the market are
Extended Warranties and Repair
Services. It is worth mentioning
the well-known ‘Patagonia Worn
Wear’ repair initiative. This allows
Patagonia customers to have their
garments repaired free of charge,
thus extending their clothes’
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The worldwide contest is definitely
reacting as never before, if passed,
New York’s Fashion Sustainability
and Social Accountability Act
(‘Fashion Act’), announced earlier
this year, would be the first of
its kind in the United States to
attempt to impose sustainabilityrelated obligations on the biggest
brands in fashion.
Starting in January 2022, the
UK is set to audit businesses for
greenwashing, with a focus on
fashion and textile brands with the
objective of achieving transparency
about sustainability claims.
At a European level this issue is
also becoming increasingly central,
and the European Commission
is working on a transition path
for the textile ecosystem to
successfully achieve green and
digital transitions and become
more resilient.
Within the EU strategy for
sustainable and circular textiles,
the 2030 vision aims for:
•	All textile products on the EU
market to be durable, repairable,
and recyclable, largely made
from recycled fibers, free of
hazardous substances, produced
with respect for human rights
•	Profitable reuse and repair
services to be widely available
•	Producers to take responsibility
for their products along the
value chain
A circular rather than throw-away
approach to clothes to become
the norm, with sufficient recycling
and minimal incineration and
landfill disposal.

Author
Nicola Tagliafierro
Head of Sustainability
Enel X.
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Sustainability and
Certification: What
You Need to Know
APR Story
Eco-friendly Fabrics
When choosing the clothing,
there’s a lot to consider, from
price to eco-friendly fabric to
fit. Many brands have begun to
produce clothing made from
environmentally friendly fabrics
in recent years. Plant cellulosederived viscose fabric, for example,
is made from a renewable and
biodegradable fibre. It is a versatile
and lightweight fabric, making it
an excellent choice for garments.
Furthermore, it dyes more easily,
is breathable, and comfortable to
wear, making it an ideal addition to

its popularity. Viscose, as a plantbased fiber, is not inherently toxic
or polluting. Viscose-rayon is
becoming a more popular choice
for designers, and demand for
it as a sustainable fashion fabric
is growing. Sustainable fashion
refers to clothing that is produced
in a responsible manner that
respects the environment and
the communities in which it is
produced.
APR viscose fibre offer an ecoresponsible viscose garment with
a low environmental impact. This
is in line with APR2030 mission

integrated viscose rayon producer,
from plantation to viscose fibre.
APR, which has a capacity of
300,000 tons per year, is located
in Pangkalan Kerinci, Riau
province, Indonesia, alongside
pulp supplier APRIL. APR and
APRIL are both part of a group of
companies managed by RGE, a
Singapore-based resource-based
group.
APR’s viscose begins with wood
pulp from 100% PEFC certified
suppliers. The manufacturing
process includes dissolving the
wood into a pulp until it becomes
viscose. From the moment
sustainably-produced wood pulp
enters the production facilities, it
takes just 18 hours to transform
it into biodegradable viscose
rayon, ready to be shipped to the
customers around the world.
Certification of Our Products

anyone's collection.
The fact that viscose is a
renewable and fully biodegradable
alternative to acrylic, nylon,
polyester, and other petroleumbased synthetic fabrics, which can
sit in landfills for decades, explains
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with four pillar of commitments:
positive impacts on climate and
nature, clean manufacturing,
circularity, and inclusive
communities.
Asia Pacific Rayon (APR), based
in Indonesia, is Asia's first fully
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APR has obtained PEFC chain
of custody certification since
January 2019 and uses 100 percent
certified dissolving wood pulp,
ensuring that we only sourced
from sustainably and responsibly
managed plantation.
The APR manufacturing facility is
also ISO and Step by OEKO-TEX®
certified indicate that it meets all
relevant standards on chemical
management, environmental
management and performance,

S u s t a i n a b i l i t y To d a y

social responsibility, quality, and
safety in the workplace.
Furthermore, the recognised
DIN-Geprüft mark is proof that
our product bearing this mark
meet stringent safety and quality
standards. Awarding the DINGeprüft mark indicates that a
product is of a high standard and
complies with DIN, DIN EN or DIN
EN ISO standards.
APR’s viscose staple fibres are
awarded the international OK
biodegradability WATER and OK
biodegradability SOIL labels by
accredited certification board, TUV
Austria. Certificates make sure the
biodegradability of APR’s fibres
in water and soil. The tests for
the certifications were disbursed
by freelance workplace Organic
Waste Systems and, as a result.
APR also received confirmation
from the USDA that the Viscose
staple fibre produced is made
100% from cellulose and is

Advertorial

certified as 100% biobased.
OEKO-TEX standard 100, Annex
6, Product class I certification was
awarded to APR. All Viscose staple
fibre produces by APR is suitable
for use in the manufacturing of
products fit for babies.
APR now offers the MADE IN
GREEN by OEKO-TEX® label,
providing an added layer of
assurance, transparency and
product confidence our customers
expect. The MADE IN GREEN label
verifies that an article has been
tested for harmful substances and
certified to STANDARD 100 by
OEKO-TEX®️ It also guarantees that
the fibre has been manufactured
using sustainable processes
under environmentally friendly
and socially responsible working
conditions, certified to STeP by
OEKO-TEX®️ Our unique MADE
IN GREEN ID when included on
the hangtags of garments can be
traced back to our mill where the
viscose fibre was manufactured.

APR openly and constructively
engages all customers, civil society
organizations and fashion brands
to ensure that the company can
continue to strive to be among
the best-managed and most
sustainable companies in the
industry, creating value for the
community, country, climate and
customers. It is APR’s vision to
produce the best quality viscose
fibre to enable our customers to
grow their product offerings and
be competitive in the market.
APR’s bespoke traceability
platform, followourfibre.com, lets
APR’s customers and ultimately
consumers to trace fibre back
to where it was grown. The
full transparency of its supply
chain is visible on the app on
the company’s website. These
initiatives are all part of APR’s
commitment to becoming a
leading and responsible viscose
staple fibre producer and
providing value to our customers.

New York Senate bans PFAS chemicals in clothes
Textile Today Report
The New York State Senate recently
passed a bill banning the use of
perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS), which means
"forever chemicals" in apparel.
Earlier, a bill was passed in 2020.
Basically this bill focuses on
‘intentionally adding chemicals’ or
serving a purposeful work on the
product.

Governor Kathy Hochul to approve
or reject the bill. And the bills will
effective from December 31, 2023.
In a letter to the New York State
legislature earlier this month, the
American Apparel and Footwear
Association (AAFA) vied for
consideration of January 1, 2027.

The bill, introduced in April last
year, is backed by Assembly
member Patricia Fahy and state
Senator Brad Hoylman.

According to AAFA president and
chief executive officer Stephen
Lamar, “Collectively we support
responsible regulatory requirements
that are protective of human health
and the environment.”

The legislature voted to approve
the bill, and now it is up to

Also, their members are leading
efforts to aggressively phase out

Figure: The New York State Senate
recently passed a bill banning the use
of perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl
substances (PFAS), which means "forever
chemicals" in apparel.

the use of intentionally added
perfluoroalkyl and polyfluoroalkyl
chemicals with a goal of a complete
phase-out by 2027 of intentionally
added PFAS chemicals in their
products, he added.
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HKD’s $35 mn investment to boost
tent manufacturing in Bangladesh
Rahbar Hossain
South Korean company HKD
International Limited is the
largest tent manufacturer in the
world. HKD Bangladesh Limited—
located in Chittagong—is going to
establish tents, tent accessories,
camping furniture and camping
equipment manufacturing industry
in the Bepza Economic Zone.
It will invest $35.03 million where
6,650 Bangladeshi nationals will
get employment opportunities,
according to a recent press
release by the Bangladesh Export
Processing Zones Authority
(Bepza).

Bepza Complex in Dhaka.
Bepza Executive Chairman Major
General Abul Kalam Mohammad
Ziaur Rahman was present at the
agreement signing ceremony.
The company will produce
annually 18.8 million pcs of tents,
backpacks, bags, steel poles,
fiber glass poles, travelers’ bags,
gazebos, screen houses, cots, pet
carriers, camping furniture, chair,
tables, float tube bag, wagons,
tarp, trolley, purse, steel wire,
walking stick, steel accessories,
steel ferrule, steel peg, O-ring,
D-ring, steel trips, revert, screw,
washer, steel bracket, nut with
washer, tent accessory, cotton
blinder, wallet/purse, bag
accessory and sleeping bag.

HKD is a fully foreign
owned company that
started its operation
in 1990 in Chattogram
Export Processing Zone.
HKD Bangladesh Limited
would be the 5th venture
of HKD Group with
Bepza.

Figure: HKD Bangladesh Limited is going
to establish tents, tent accessories,
camping furniture and camping equipment
manufacturing industry in the Bepza
Economic Zone.

Ali Reza Mazid, member
(Investment Promotion) of Bepza,
and Chul Hee Kim, chief operating
officer (COO) of HKD Bangladesh
Limited, signed an agreement
on behalf of their respective
organizations on 26 May at the
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The group has four operational
enterprises in Chattogram and
Karnaphuli export processing
zones which invested about $100
million. These four enterprises
are producing tents, camping
equipment and readymade
garments. Around 10,000
Bangladeshi nationals are working
in those factories.
Mentionable, including HKD
Bangladesh Limited, Bepza
approved a total of eight
companies to set up industries in
the Bepza Economic Zone.
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The proposed investment of the
other seven companies which
have already signed the lease
agreement is $120.11 million where
35,000 Bangladeshis are working.
Among others, Member
(Engineering) Mohammad Faruque
Alam, Member (Finance) Nafisa
Banu, Executive Director (Public
Relations) Nazma Binte Alamgir,
Executive Director (Investment
Promotion) Md Tanvir Hossain,
Executive Director (Enterprise
Services) Md Khorshid Alam and
Project Director of Bepza EZ Md
Hafizur Rahman were present
during the signing ceremony.
Bangladesh poses immense
opportunity to surge tent
manufacturing and export share
in the global market. In 2019,
Bangladesh was the second
biggest exporter of camping tent
equipment ($205 million).
In the 2020-21 financial year,
Bangladesh tent export earned
$420.6 million. According to the
newest figures from January, tent
equipment exports are expected
to exceed $513 million this year.
Tent entrepreneurs think that there
is big prospect for Bangladesh to
increase share in the world market.
Tent manufacturers think that in
the next few years, Bangladesh’s
tent equipment export position
will grow significantly.
According to BEPZA sources,
14 tent companies are currently
in production in Chittagong
and Karnafuli EPZs. In addition,
another is under implementation.
EPZ’s leading tent exporters
include HKD Group, Campbell
Global, Campex (BD), Eusebio
Sporting (BD), Jessinha Outdoor
and others.
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